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The Definitive Guide to Wellbeing

The Healthy 
Organization

E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

Taking care of people is central to every company’s success. At the end 

of the day, employees are the lifeblood of the company—driving both the 

revenue and the innovation. And now, the health and wellbeing of employees 

have been catapulted straight to the CEO. 

HR executives and business leaders know this 

trend only too well: nearly all companies have 

programs for resilience, wellbeing, mental health, 

or stress reduction. Company leaders are adding 

new vacation policies, giving people apps and 

relaxation tools, and lavishing wellbeing benefits 

on their teams. 

But are they really creating a “healthy 

organization”? Our research says no. The goal 

of creating a completely healthy organization 

is much broader than adding a set of benefits 

and wellbeing programs. Rather than simply 

applying a healthcentric lens, building a healthy 

organization requires a top-down focus on job 

and work design, management and rewards 

practices, a sense of psychological safety and 

fairness, and a commitment to listening to 

employees. In today’s service-driven, technology-

powered economy, every employee matters. 

The healthy organization finds ways to make 

everyone feel supported. It is an organization 

that thrives under stress. Ultimately, the healthy 

organization brings together healthy people, healthy 

work, and healthy culture. And, as you'll see from 

our research, it's a company with financial and 

business results to envy.

the

company
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What Leaders Need  

to Know

So, where’s this headed? Our research uncovers 

an important new trend: wellbeing is now an 

entire organizational system. We’re moving 

from a healthcentric focus on the individual to 

the health of the organization. We know, for 

example, employee retention and engagement are 

correlated to trust, career growth, and belonging. 

And we also know people who are underpaid 

or poorly managed go home and feel tired and 

uninspired at night. Ask yourself: aren’t these  

part of being a “healthy organization,” too?

Source: The Josh Bersin Company, 2021

Companies leveraging the right wellbeing strategies are . . .

We looked at more than 80 different aspects 

of work and investigated their maturity, 

contribution, and importance. And, as you’ll see, 

a healthy organization goes beyond individual 

wellbeing to create vigor, innovation, and growth 

in the business.

Healthy organizations are good for business, 

good for people, and good for society.
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The Healthy Organization 

Framework

Healthy organizations are good for business, good 

for people, and good for society. So, what are the 

specific elements you should consider for your 

company? Our Healthy Organization Framework 

comprises seven major elements, each of which 

contribute in different ways.

Physical Health: Personal fitness and 

readiness to work

Mental Wellbeing: Positive outlook and 

support for psychological health

Financial Fitness: Financial security and 

equitable opportunities for growth 

Social Health and Community Service: 

Sense of purpose and opportunities to give 

back

Safe Workplace: Safe place to work coupled 

with safe and protected work practices

Healthy Culture: Human-centered 

leadership and healthy ways of working

Technology and HR Capabilities: Easy-to-

access wellbeing tools and services

Source: The Josh Bersin Company, 2021

The Healthy Organization Framework
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Technology and HR Capabilities

Digital tools � Mobile solutions � Privacy and security � Analytics � Communication � Measurement
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across the 
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prioritized in all 
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Key Messages

It’s abundantly clear from our research that a 

healthy organization is about much more than 

just fitness classes and safety training. And 

while every dimension we studied showed a 

positive impact on outcomes, we found focusing 

on specific factors can dramatically impact 

your business in unique ways. The following six 

findings will help you get started.

Our Six Key Findings

1
It pays off when the business works with HR to 

build a healthy organization. Of all the wellbeing 

practices we measured, the biggest contributor 

to financial performance comes when HR and 

the business work together on wellbeing. 

A great example of this approach is Unilever’s 

global wellbeing and diversity center of excellence. 

The newly formed cross-functional council is 

comprised of HR and business leaders and sees 

its primary mission as embedding the core tenets 

of the company’s health strategy into business 

practices across the enterprise. 

2
Leadership really matters in a healthy 

organization, but most companies aren’t 

walking the walk. When it comes to building a 

healthy organization, we find leadership behaviors 

and actions promoting wellbeing have an outsize 

impact on nearly every performance outcome we 

measured. 

Some companies are investing heavily in 

cultivating human-centered leaders who are 

equipped with new skills like coaching, listening, 

and empathy, and who are prepared to show 

their own humanity. Ford, for example, recently 

reinvented its global leadership development 

program; it’s rolling out education to teach its 

people managers how to “show, not tell”—to 

share more of themselves with their teams. But 

while some leading companies have started 

to “talk the talk” by engaging in leader-led 

conversations with the workforce about wellbeing 

and modeling healthy practices themselves, most 

still have a way to go. Our study shows only about 

a third of companies are excelling at encouraging 

leaders to behave in this way, Source: The Josh Bersin Company, 2021

Companies where HR works 

closely with the business on 

wellbeing strategies are . . . 

More likely to exceed financial 

targets

More likely to delight 

customers

More likely to innovate 

effectively

20×

3×

5×
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3
Healthy organizations are winning the war for 

talent. There’s no doubt about it: we’re in a labor 

market like we haven’t seen for decades. And now, 

as the pandemic continues to wane unevenly around 

the globe, employee movement is at an all-time high. 

In fact, Microsoft recently published findings showing 

as much as 41% of the global workforce may seek 

new employment this year,1 while Prudential’s pulse 

of the American worker suggests a significant flight 

risk for highly skilled talent.2

All of this comes at a time when most companies 

are gearing up for massive growth. Indeed, 

nearly every CHRO and talent leader we’ve 

talked to is laser-focused on hiring again. And it’s 

true in virtually every industry: hiring is up, job 

requisitions have tripled, and there is massive 

demand. But there are not enough workers to go 

around. Companies simply can’t afford not to pay 

attention. The cost of losing people is high, and it 

only gets higher in a tight labor market.3

1 www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-03-22/bosses-are-clueless-

that-workers-are-miserable-and-looking-to-leave.

2 www.joshbersin.com/2021/03/what-to-expect-in-a-red-hot-job-market-

five-things-to-consider/.

3 Ibid.

The problem is not that 
we don’t have enough 
jobs, it’s that we don’t 
have enough people.

—Head of Talent Acquisition

4
A safe workplace remains the number one focus 

area for companies, and we can’t afford to 

regress. Almost overnight, CHROs had to navigate 

public health protocols, learn about infection 

prevention, and implement contact tracing. And now, 

as company leaders grapple with reopening, they’ll 

be adding in social distancing, protective equipment, 

and mask policies to ensure the workforce is safe 

and ready to return. For example, S&P Global has 

developed an app to support a safe return to the 

workplace. Before entering an office site, employees 

must submit verification of health status through the 

app, which even integrates with S&P’s badge readers 

so the system knows which floor and workspace the 

employee entered.

The pandemic’s long tail, combined with a year of 

social, racial, and political unrest around the globe, 

has left its mark on the emotional and mental 

wellbeing of employees. Psychological safety took 

center stage after 2020 as employees grappled 

with isolation, caring for sick family, and juggling 

unexpected childcare needs.

Organizations from all industries now tell us 

they are committed to practices promoting 

both physical and psychological safety. There’s 

significant benefit from that: companies focusing 

on physical safety are four times more likely to 

innovate effectively, while those focusing on 

psychological safety see customer satisfaction 

increase by a factor of three.
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5
Healthy organizations are committed to 

healthy practices that go beyond company 

walls. It’s not news that helping others 

and supporting our communities through 

volunteering, giving back, and living responsibly 

have an impact on our physical and mental 

health. Our Pandemic Response research finds 

companies prioritizing an inspiring mission and 

purpose are more than five times more likely to 

have highly satisfied customers and three times 

more likely to have overall excellent financial 

performance, engagement and retention, and 

innovation practices.

High-Performing Organizations Make Wellbeing Everyone’s Priority

Source: The Josh Bersin Company, 2021

Our organization has a 

global health strategy for our 

workforce

Ownership and accountability 

of wellbeing is distributed to all 

business units

Senior leaders focus on health 

and wellbeing in their teams

88%

39%

88%

33%

100%

28%

Level 1 MaturityLevel 4 Maturity

% of study respondents

US pharmaceutical company Genentech, for 

example, is acutely aware of the impact of climate-

change anxiety—or eco-anxiety—on the health 

and wellbeing of its employees. Workers are 

bringing their concerns right to the CEO, and so 

the company is in the process of coordinating a 

range of individual and organizational actions to 

combat climate change. Similarly, at the request 

of its employees, LifeWorks turned its successful 

step challenges into charitable donations. When 

workers participated in the challenge, the company 

contributed directly on their behalf. 
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6
Simple, transparent wellbeing technology 

fosters innovation. When it comes to employee 

wellbeing, there is almost no limit to the variety of 

tools, offerings, and services employers can present 

to employees and candidates. Everything can be 

made available right at an employee’s fingertips. 

But what makes wellbeing technology “sticky” 

enough to have an impact? We found two things 

matter most when it comes to corporate wellbeing 

solutions: simplicity and transparency. This holds 

true for both employees and employer. When 

companies implementing wellbeing technology 

strive for simplicity and transparency with both 

the employer and employee in mind, they score 

consistently higher in measures of innovation. 

Source: The Josh Bersin Company, 2021Source: The Josh Bersin Company, 2021

Companies that leverage tools 

that make benefits easy to find 

and clearly communicate how 

employee data is used are . . .

More likely to innovate 

effectively

More likely to adapt well to 

change

2×

4×

Companies that monitor and 

measure workforce wellbeing and 

are trusted by their employees to 

protect their data are . . .

More likely to adapt well to 

change

More likely to have lower 

annual claim costs

2×

2×

When it comes to employee experiences in the 

workplace, simplicity trumps complexity every 

time. As the head of employee experience at 

Unilever put it in our recent report 4: “We are 

experience-makers, making the daily moments 

simple and the big moments special.”

The same principle holds true for experiences 

with wellbeing tools. According to research by 

Health Advocate, nearly half of employees say 

dealing with multiple solutions to access benefits 

and wellbeing programs is confusing. Additionally, 

recent research by Harvard Business Review 

shows one of the biggest roadblocks to employee 

use of wellbeing and benefits programs is the 

difficulty employees have navigating them.

4 Business Resilience: The Global COVID-19 Pandemic Response Study, 

The Josh Bersin Company, 2021.
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The Healthy Organization Maturity Model

Through our research and work with companies around the world, we’ve developed the Healthy 

Organization Maturity Model to define where your company stands when it comes to organizational 

health. Organizations fall into four levels depending on the wellbeing practices they deploy, with 

companies operating at Level 1 seeing the least positive impact and Level 4, the most. 

Employee Safety

Employee Wellbeing

Healthy Work

Healthy Organization

Percent 

of Surveyed 

Companies

15%

28%

24%

33%
L E V E L

1

L E V E L

2

L E V E L

3

L E V E L

4

Healthy Organization Maturity Model

Source: The Josh Bersin Company, 2021
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Next Steps

Our full report provides actionable advice for 

leaders who want to start implementing practices 

to drive the creation of a healthy organization. In 

addition, the report provides:

The full discussion of why a healthy 

organization matters, especially now

The seven elements and 24 dimensions of the 

Healthy Organization Framework

The characteristics of each of the four levels 

of the Healthy Organization Maturity Model

A complete analysis of our research findings

The 15 practices that matter most, as well as 

their impact on outcomes

Step-by-step guidance on how to advance 

through the levels of the Healthy Organization 

Maturity Model 

Examples of excellence: True-life stories from 

Cisco Systems, Dream, and Unilever


